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Acial and QCENTRIS are creating a New European
Leader in Software Quality Assurance
Paris/Zurich, 03/11/2021 - Representatives from Acial and QCENTRIS announced this week that the two
companies will merge.
The merger of the two companies will unify under one roof an extensive range of specialist personnel and
expertise over the Software Quality Assurance industries.
About Acial
Acial is the French leader of Software testing’s pure player with a twenty-years-old expertise - a unique status of
a trusted third party in every projects.
“Much more than a simple growth, it is an opening to the world for Acial and the generation of multiple crossborder opportunities for both our clients and our teams.” Petros Mavrocordatos, CEO
About QCENTRIS
QCENTRIS with an outreach across Europe, EMEA and South Asia focusing on software development, quality
assurance, consulting and outsourcing as a leading company, serves a wide spectrum of industries.
„We are delighted to be joining forces with the acial team, which, with its exceptional talent, will join us in
providing the next generation of outstanding services to the industry.” Reto Züst, CEO
Goals & Vision
Together we focus on agile quality assurance, testing and are the reliable and sustainable partner for continuous
testing / high end test automation, functional and non-functional testing cross industries with our nearshore,
offshore, and onsite service offerings. Additional we are the partner for fintech solutions in the field of digital
transformation services starting with strategic planning and UX / UI design, through application development to
technical delivery, production maintenance and support all delivered with quality and fast agility to effectively
support businesses in new generation financial and insurance industries. We offer services in Europe, Africa,
Middle East, and south Asia.
We see ourselves as long-term business partners and deliver high-quality and sustainable services. Our
consultants are motivated, trained, and curious to develop new methodologies, technologies and are keen on
taking over responsibility. We are a trusted digital partner, providing innovative testing and end 2 end digital
transformation service to their clients.
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